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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let fl c R N  ( N  2 1) be a bounded smooth domain. For an ordered N 
tuple a = ( a l ,  a2 ,  . . . , a,) of nonnegative integers, the elementary differ- 
ential operator n: d *i/dx,5 of order I a I = Ey= aj with respect to the 
N-variables polynomial 5 " = n: (7 will be denoted by D". To write 
nonlinear partial differential operators in a convenient form, we introduce 
the vector space R s m  whose elements are trn = { & I  la1 I m} and divide 
each trn into two parts: 5, = (qrn-l, lm), where rl,- = (("1 la1 5 m - 11 
E R s m - l  is the lower order part of trn, and lrn = { & I  la1 = m> is the part 
of 5, corresponding to all of its m-times polynomials 5 01, I a I = m. For 
u E W;-P(fl>(m 2 1,1 < p  < m>, we set t ,(u(x>> = D"u(x), trn<u<x>> = 
{D"u(x)l la1 I m}, and define Q: W;ap(fl> + [ W ~ * p ( f l > 3 *  by 
for all u,  u E W;-P(fl), where A,(x,  tm): fl X Rsm +. R, for la1 I m, are 
Carathkodory functions (that is, A ,  is measurable in x E fl for all 
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5, E Rsm, and is continuous in 5, E Rsm for a.e. x E fl) satisfying the 
following: 
( A , )  There exist a constant a > 0 and b E L p ' ( f l )  ( p '  = p / ( p  - 
l)), b 2 0 so that for a.e. x E S Z ,  all 5, E R s m  and la1 I rn 
I A , ( ~ ,  tm)l I aItmIP-' + b(x). 
( A , )  There exist a constant KO > 0 and an L'(fl)-function 2 so 
that for a.e. x E fl and all 5, E R s m  
15loll lrn 
Next, we define the first eigenvalue p1 of Q by 
and it follows from Shapiro [8, Proposition 13 that pl E R. For 8, E R we 
say that Q is 0: relative to L if the following conditions hold: 
Pl = c1 
and 
(2) 
2 0, (3) 
where pl is given by (1) with p = 2, and L: WTr2(fl)  + [WT22(SZ>1* is a 
symmetric uniformly elliptic operator defined by 
with 
( L , )  baP E Lm(fl) for IaI, I PI  rn. Also, if IaI = I PI = rn, baP is 
uniformly continuous on fl. 
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(L,) There exists a constant K ,  > 0 such that for a.e. x E R and all 
IgE R N  
c bmp(x) IgYP 2 K,1IgI2", 
lal=IPI=m 
and a, is the first eigenvalue of L. That is, a, is the smallest constant of 
the sequence a, I a2 I ... I a, + 00 so that for all u E WFs2(R) 
L ( G ~ ) ( u )  = a n / + n u y  (5) 
where I$,};= , is an orthonormal basis for L2(R). 
In this article, we use Galerkin-type techniques and Brouwer's fixed 
point theorem to study the existence of weak solutions of the following 
equation: 
Q ( u )  - p1IuIP-lsgnu + f ( x , u )  = G, ( 6 )  
where f :  fl x R + R is a Carathkodory function satisfying 
2 0 , l  - p I 8 I 1, and 0 I 8 I 1 - 8, 
and c E L_P/(P-l+B)(fl) ( c  E Lm(fl) if 8 = 1 - p )  and d E 
LP/(P-l+O+B)(R), so that for a.e. x E R and all IuI 2 Y,, 
* 
( F )  There exist constants 
f ( x , u ) u  2 c(x)lul'-e + d(x)lul ' -e-$; (7) 
and one of the following conditions: 
b' E Lq'(R) (q' = &), b' 2 0 such that for a x .  x E R and all u E R 
N ( F , )  For p < ;, q = & and there exist a constant a' > 0 and 
If(x,u)l I a'lu1q-l + b ' ( x ) .  (8) 
(F,)  For p = g, q > p and there exist a constant a' > 0 and b' E 
Lq'(R)(q' = &I, b' 2 0 such that (8) holds for a.e. x E R and all 
u E R. 
and for each Y > 0 there exists a, E Lq'(R)(q' = 1) 
such that for a.e. x E R and all IuI I Y 
(F,) For p > 
If(x,u)l I a , ( x ) .  (9) 
G E [WF3P(R)]* is given and satisfies one of the following conditions: 
of L 
(G,) 8 = 1, G = 0 in [WF3P(R)]* and for each r,-eigenfunction u 
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( G , )  0 < 8 < 1 and for each CT, eigenfunctions u of L ,  G(u)  = 0 
and (10) holds. 
(G,) 8 = 0 and for each el eigenfunction u of L 
(G,) -1 < 8 < 0, G E [WT2p(fl)1* 
each c1 eigenfunction u of L ,  where 
The solvability of (6) has been extensively studied when the Landes- 
man-Lazer condition (11) is satisfied and the nonlinearity f has either at 
most polynomial growth in u as IuI + w (see [9]), or no growth restriction 
in u and Q = L (see [2,3]). The author proved some existence theorems of 
strong solutions for (6) in which Q = L,  m = 1, and f ( x ,  u )  E ~ ( l u l " ( ~ - ~ ) )  
as IuI + 00, ( F )  and (G,) are satisfied with 0 4 8 is arbitrary (see [5]). The 
purpose of this article is to extend the idea of [3] that A,(x, (,(u)) may be 
quasilinear, and to improve the result of [8] to the case that f has no 
growth restriction in u as IuI + 00 (see (F,)  above) and the condition (GJ 
with 8 = - 1 may be replaced by one of ( G , )  - (G4). Some examples are 
given in the final part of this paper in which the nonlinearity f has no 
growth restriction in u as IuI + 00, (11) is not satisfied, and Q is 8; 
relative to L for some - 1 < 8, < 1. 
In the following we shall make use of real Banach spaces LP(S2), C(fi), 
and the Sobolev space W,k*P(S2). The norms of LP(fl), C(fi), and Wk,p( f l )  
are denoted by IlullL~, llullc and I I u l l w k . ~ ,  respectively. The continuous 
imbedding WmaP(fl) + Lq(fl) for p < E and q = &, and compact 
imbeddings Wm,P(S2) + Lq(S2) for p = E and q > p ,  Wm.P(fl) + C(n) 
for p > E, and Wm.P(fl) + Wrn- ' ,p ( f l )  have been noted below (see [l]). 
By a weak solution of (6), we mean that u E WTzp(S2) so that for each 
u E Wd"JyS2) 
Finally, we note the following facts. 
For w E WTs2(S2> and Pw = w - C;L;,'(/~W+~)+~, we have 
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where n1 is the smallest positive integer so that anl > al, and (see [7, p. 
2811) 
Q :  WTrP(Cl) +. [WT3P(R)]* is of type (S') for 1 < p  < a. 
That is, if uk +. u weakly in WT.P(R) and limsupk,,(Q(uk) - Q(u))(uk 
- u )  I 0,  then uk +. u in WT.P(R). 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
We first state the following lemma, its proof can be found in [8, Lemma 
LEMMA 1. For 1 < p < ~0 there is an orthonomzal basis { 4,}:= of L2 ( C l )  
A], and so is omitted. 
so that 
and 
foreach v E WT3P(R) there exists v, E (41, 42 , .   . , 4,) 
so that v, + v in WT,P( a), (15) 
where ( +1 ,  &, . . . , 4,) denotes the vector subspace of L2(R) spanned by 
Let f :  Cl X R + R be a Carathkodolyfinction satisfying ( F ) .  
Assume that one of (F1)-(F3) holds and u, + u weakly in WT*P(fl). Then 
there is a subsequence w, of u, so that 
41,429..*9 4,. 
LEMMA 2. 
liminf f (x ,w, ) (w,  - u )  2 0 .  
n + m  .Ih 
Prooj From the compactness of Wmlp(R) into Lp(R), we may assume 
that u,  +. u in LP(R), u,(x) +. u(x)  for a.e. x E R, and u,  is bounded 
by an LP function w independent of n. Now if one of (F1)-(F3) holds, 
then there exists a constant Co > 0 so that for each n E N 
IIf(*,  u(*))IILq', IIf(*,u,(.))IILq~ 5 Co ( 16) 
and for a.e. x E Cl 
f ( x , u , ( x ) ) ( u , ( x )  - u ( x ) )  + 0 as n +. 00. 
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For E > 0, we choose S > 0 so that 
for each measurable subset E of fl with [El < 6. Next, using Egoroff's 
theorem. we have 
f(x,u,(x))(u,(x) - ~ ( x ) )  + 0 as n + 00 ( 18) 
uniformly on x E R \E, for some measurable subset E, of R with 
lEol < 6. Combining (16) and (17) with (18) and using Holder's inequality, 
we have 
By ( F )  we observe 
f (x9  U n ( X > > % I < 4  
- [ ~ c ( x ) l w ' - ' ( x >  + ~d(x)lw'-'-'(x)] 
- a r J x ) r o  if Iu,(x)I I ro and p > E. 
if ~ u , ( x > l  > r, 
2 - [ a r r f - '  + b ' ( x ) ] r ,  if Iu,(x>l 5 ro and p 5 I 
Consequently, f ( x ,  u,(x))u,(x) is bounded from below by an L' function 
independent of n. Finally, we apply Fatou's lemma to the last term of (19) 
and, using (16) and (171, we have 
liminf/f(x, un>(un - u> 2 / f ( x ,  u>u - E > - 2 8  
EO n + m  
for each E > 0. Hence, liminf,,,/f(x, un)(un - u )  2 0. 
Let f :  R X R + R be a Carathiodoryfunction satisfying ( F )  
with 8 = 1 - p ,  e" > 0,  and c ( x )  = E, > 0. Assume that one of (Fl)-(F3) 
LEMMA 3. 
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holds and G E [W7*P(fi)]*. Then for each n E N there exists u, E 
( 41, &, . . . , 4,) such that for each v E (41, 4,,. . . , 4,) 
~ ( u , > ( v >  - p,/(sgn u , ) ~ u , ~ p - ~ u  + / f ( x ,  u,)v = ~ ( v ) ,  (20) 
where 4i, i = 1,2, .  . . , n,  are given in Lemma 1. 
Using the fact that all norms on a finite-dimensional normed 
linear space are equivalent, we choose first a positive constant C, such 
that for h = (Al ,  A,, . . . , A,) E R" 
Prooj 
Next, we set 
for h = ( A l ,  A,, . . . , A,) E R" and k = 1,2,. . . , n,  and also set H(h)  = 
(Hl(h) ,  H,(h), . . . , H,(A)). Using IlCl=1~j4jllLp + ~0 as IAI = (C l= l (~ j ) z ) l ' z  
+. a, we see from ( F ) ,  (11, (211, and (22) that there exists r ,  > 0 so that 
for Ihl 2 r1 
H ( h )  * A  
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for some constants C,, C,, C,, C, > 0 independent of (A1 2 rl.  It follows 
from the assumptions of p > 1 and e">  0 that there exists a constant 
r2 2 rl so that for all IA l  2 r2 
Also, it is easy to see from ( A , )  and (22) that H,(h) E C(Rn) for 
k = 1,2, .  . . , n when one of (F1)- (F3)  holds. Hence, it follows from (23) 
and Brouwer's fured point theorem that there exists A = (A, ,  A,, . . . , A,) E 
R" with IAl < r,  so that H,(h) = 0 for k = 1,2, .  . . , n (see [6,  p. 18 or 10, 
p. 941). Setting u,  = Cy,lAj+j, we obtain 
for k = 1 ,2 , .  . . , n. The conclusion of Lemma 3 follows immediately from 
the above equality. 
Under assumptions of Lemma 3. The problem (6 )  is solvable 
for each G E [W73P(fl>l*. 
Let {u,) be a sequence with u,  E (+,, c$~,. . , 4,) so that (20) 
holds for all n E N. We first claim that {u,} is bounded in Lp( f l ) ,  and 
argue by contradiction. For simplicity we may assume that I I u , I I L P  +. a as 
n +. 00. Taking u = u,  in (20), we obtain 
LEMMA 4. 
Prooj 
We note that there exist constants K,, K ,  > 0 so that 
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for all u E WTsP(il) (see [4]). Combining ( A , )  and ( A , )  with ( F ) ,  we have 
+ IlbllLp,llun I l L P .  
From (11, (24), and ( F )  there exists no E N so that 
( P, - +eP - P,IIu,lleP + EOIIu, l leP - C6(1 + llu,llfFi) 
I IIGII IIu,IIwm,p 
for some constant C6 > 0 independent of n > no. Hence, there is a 
constant C ,  > 0 so that for each n E N 
IIu,llfp I C711u,IIWm~P. (27) 
IIunllbf"m'p I c8 (28) 
Combining (25) and (26) with (27) and using the assumptions of p > 1 and 
e" > 0, we obtain 
for some C8 > 0 independent of n. Applying this to (27), we find that 
{un}:= , is bounded in L P ( f l ) ,  which has arrived at a contradiction. Again, 
we use (25) and (26) and the boundedness of {u,} in LP(fl) that {u,} is 
bounded in WTsP. For simplicity we may assume that u, + u weakly in 
WT,P(fl), Daun(x)  + D"u(x) for la1 4 m - 1, and a.e. x E 0, and 
{D"u,} is bounded by an LP-function independent of n and la1 I m - 1. 
By Lemma 1, we choose a sequence {u,) with u, E ( +,, 42, .  . ., 4,) such 
that u, + u in WT*P(il). Using Holder's inequality, the boundedness of 
{I l f (x ,  U , ) I I L C } ,  {I lu,l l~p}, and {IIQ(u,)II}, and the continuity of Q(u) and G, 
we have 
/ f ( x , u , ) ( u n  - u ) ,  /(sgnun)Iu,IP-'(u, - un), 
Q ( u , ) ( u ~  - u ) ,  G(u ,  - un), Q ( u ) ( u ,  - u )  + 0 as n + ~ 0 .  (29) 
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From the equality of (20), we obtain 
Combining (29) and (30) with Lemma 2, we may assume that 
lim sup (Q( u,) - Q( u)) (  u, - u )  I 0. (31) 
n + m  
Q is of type (S') and consequently, u, +. u in WT*P(fl). For simplicity we 
may assume that D"u,(x) + D"u(x) a.e. x E fl and la1 I m ,  and {D"u,} 
is bounded by an L P  function independent of I (Y I  m and n E N. Using 
Lebesgue's bounded convergence theorem to the left-hand side of (201, we 
have 
for all v E ( 41, &, . . . , 4n) and n E N. Applying (15) to (321, we conclude 
that u is a weak solution of (6) .  
3. EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
In this section, we restrict ourselves to the case p = 2 and Q is always 
8: relative to L for some - 1 < 8, I 1. The following resonance theo- 
rems can be proved. 
Let p = 2 and f :  fl x R + R be a Carathkodory function 
satisfying ( F )  with - 1 < 8 I 8, < 1 and d = 0 in L'(fl). Assume that one 
of (F l ) - (F3)  holds. Then for each G E [WT32(fl)l* problem (6) is solvable, 
provided that one of (G2)-(G4) holds. 
Prooj To prove this theorem, we first note that there exist constants 
K,, K5 > 0 so that for all u E W T B ~ ( L ~ )  
THEOREM 1.
(33) 
2 K~IIuI Iw~,~  - K5IIuII~2 I L ( u ) ( u )  
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(see [4D. By Lemma 4, we have for each n E N 
has a weak solution u, E WFs2(Ln>. In particular, 
for all n E N. We shall show that {u,} is bounded in WTz2(Ln), and argue 
by contradiction. For simplicity we may assume that IIU,llwm.z + 00 as 
n + 00. Clearly, Q is also 8* relative to L. Now let E > 0 be given, then by 
(3) that there exists no E N so that 
for all n 2 no. Combining this, and (33) with (351, we have 
Similarly, from (13) we also have 
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It follows from (371, (38), ( F ) ,  and one of (F l ) - (F3)  that 
for some constant C ,  > 0 independent of n. In order, we set u, = 
u , / l I u , I I ~ m ~ 2 ,  then I I U , l l w m . 2  = 1 and 
The g1 eigenspace of L is of finite dimension. For simplicity we may 
assume that u, is pointwise bounded by an L2 function independent of n,  
u, + u in WFa2(Ln), and u,(x)  + u ( x )  for a.e. x E Ln. Clearly, u is a g1 
eigenfunction of L with IIullwm.2 = 1 because I I ~ ~ l l w m . 2  = 1 for all n. From 
(38) we have 
for all n 2 no,  so that for each n 2 no 
For all n E N and lu,(x>l > yo 
and 
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is bounded by an L'(R n { X I  1x1 I yo } )  function independent of n and 
0 < lu,(x)l I yo. Consequently, f(x, ~ , ) ~ , / ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ & e ~  is bounded from be- 
low by an L' function independent of n. Applying Fatou's lemma to the 
left-hand side of the first equality of (41) and using the assumption of 
8 < 1 ,  we have 
for each E > 0. Equivalently, 
which contradicts one of (G2)-(G4). Consequently, {u,} is bounded in 
WTs2(R). For simplicity we may assume that u, + u weakly in W ~ ~ 2 ( R ) ,  
Daun(x)  + 0 % ~ )  for la1 I m - 1 ,  and a.e. x E R ,  and {D"u,} is 
bounded by an L2 function independent of n and I a I  m - 1. Clearly, 
From the equality of (35), we obtain 
+ G(u ,  - U )  - Q ( u ) ( u ,  - u ) .  
Combining these with Lemma 2, we may assume that 
lim sup (Q( u,) - Q( u ) ) (  u, - u )  I 0. 
Q is of type (S ' )  and it follows that u, + u in WTZ2(Ln). For simplicity we 
may assume that Daun(x)  + Dau(x)  for a.e. x E R and la1 I m, and 
{D"u,} is bounded by an L2 function independent of I a1 I m and n E N. 
n + m  
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Using Lebesgue's bounded convergence theorem to the left-hand side of 
the equality 
we have 
Q ( u ) ( u )  - P ~ / U "  + / f ( x 9 u ) u  = G ( v )  
for each v E WTs2(Ln). That is, u is a weak solution of (6). Hence, the 
proof is complete. 
In proving Theorem 1 ,  the condition 8 < 1 in (G,) is used only to show 
that both 
and 
hold. But these are automatically satisfied 
[W"32(Ln)]*, and the u, eigenspace of L has 
when 8 =  1 ,  G = 0 in 
the unique continuation 
~~ 
property. That is, if w is a u, eigenfunction of L,  then the zero set of w 
has zero measure in RN. Hence we obtain the following theorem. 
Letp = 2 and f :  Ln X R + R be a Carath&odoryfunction 
satisfying ( F )  with 8 = 8, = 1 and d = 0 in L'(R). Assume that one of 
(F,)-(F3) holds. Then the problem (6) is solvable, provided that ( G I )  holds 
and the u, eigenspace of L has the unique continuation property. 
THEOREM 2. 
If 8 = 1, and for each u1 eigenfunction u of L,  
then we can prove the following theorem in which G is only a function in 
[WT32(Ln)]* that annihilates all u, eigenfunctions of L .  
Under assumptions of Theorem 2. The problem (6) is 
solvable for each G E [WT~2(Ln)]*, provided that G(u)  = 0 and (43) holds 
for each u1 eigenfinction v of L .  
THEOREM 3. 
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Prooj By (39) we find that IIPunllwm.2 is bounded by a constant 
independent of y1 when 8 = 1. Applying Fatou’s lemma to the first term of 
(411, we have 
= lim sup G( Pun) + 6 + lim sup 1 [ - f (  X ,  un( x))un(  x)] A 
n + m  n + m  u ( x ) = O  
which contradicts the assumption of (43), and the proof is complete. 
Remark. An operator Q is (- 1)* relative to L is also called # relative 
to L (see [S]) .  
4. EXAMPLES 
We first give an example to illustrate our assumptions that Q is 8* 
relative to L on N = 1, m = 1, and IR = (0,  n-1. For constants 8, p,  y ,  6, A 
E R, - 1 < 8 < 1, - 1 < 8 + p < 0,  y ,  S > 0, and 0 I I pl < A < 1 - (8 
+ p), and a ,  b E L”(0, n-1, a ,  b 2 0. We define L: H,’(O, n-) + [H,’(O, TI]* 
and Q: H,’(O, n-) + [H,’(O, TI]* by L(uXu) = / r u ’ ( x ) u ’ ( x )  dx and 





Now let u, = n m  sin x, then 
Tr u( x)2/ . rr  sin2 x Tr b(x)2/.rr cos2 x 
dx s/2 " r s ,  Y / 2  s, 1 + na( 4 )  sinax 1 + n y (  :) sinyx 
and /$(sin'-B-Px)/n'+O+P dx converge to zero as n approaches 00, so that 
L(un)(un) T a(x)(2/.rr)sin2x 
dx a/ 2 = liminf n + m  [ 2 +/, II un II L Z  
1 +ns(:)  sinax 
+ s,m b( x)2/.rr cos2 x (1 - O - P ) / Z  - 0 - p  
Y /  2 dx- (:) s, n l + f l + P  
1 + n y (  :) sinyx 
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Hence 
But 
it follows that Q is 8* relative to L. 
growth restriction in u and (11) may be excluded. 
In order, to give some examples in which the nonlinearity f ( x ,  u) has no 
i f u 2 O  c ( x b  
1 + lull+’ 
d W u  if u I 0, 1 1 + lull+’ (i) For c, d E Lz(O, .rr> and f ( x ,  u) = 
we have G(x> = c(x>, f i ( x >  = d ( x )  and (6) has a weak solution u E 
H,’(O, n-1, provided that one of the following conditions holds: 
(G,) G = 0 in [H,’(O, .rr>l*, 8 = 1, and /,“c(x> dx, /,“d(x) dx > 0; 
(G,) G(sin x> = 0, 0 < 8 < 1, and /,“c(x)sinl-’xdx, / ,“d(x) 
(G,) 
(GJ G E [H,’(O, is arbitrary, -1 < 8 < 0, and /,“c(x) 
sin’-’xdx > 0; 
8 = 0 and -/,“d(x)sin xdx < G(sin x) < /,“c(x)sin xdx; 
sin’-’xdx, /,“d(x)si&’xdx > 0. 
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(ii) For e E L2(0, n-), 8 > y > - 1 ,  and 
we have f l ( x )  = 00, f ; ( x )  = e(x), and (6) has a weak solution u E 
H,’(O, n-), provided that one of the following conditions holds: 
(G,) G = 0 in [H,’(O, TI]*, 8 = 1, and /,“e(x>dx > 0; 
(G,) G(sin x) = 0, 0 < 8 < 1, and /,“e(x)sinlPexdx > 0; 
(G,) 8 = 0 and -/,“e(x)sin xdx < G(sin x); 
(G,) G E [H,’(O, n-)]* is arbitrary, - 1  < 8 < 0, and /,“e(x> 
sirPexdx > 0. 
(iii) For 8 > y > - 1  and f ( x , u >  = uelUSinUI/(l + Iul”’), we have 
f l < x >  = m, f ; ( x >  = 00, and (6) has a weak solution u E H,’(O, n-), provided 
that one of the following conditions holds: 
(G,) G(sin x> = 0 and 8 = 1; 
(G,) G(sin x> = 0 and 0 < 8 < 1; 
(G,) G E [H,’(O, T)]*  is arbitrary and 8 = 0; 
(G,) G E [H,’(O, TI]* is arbitrary and - 1 < 8 < 0. 
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